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INDOSPACE CONTINUES ITS COVID-19 RELATED SUPPORT INITIATIVES IN CHAKAN  

Donates fitness bands to the Police force in Pimpri Chinchwad and MIDC area of Chakan  

CHAKAN-PUNE, DECEMBER 23, 2020  

IndoSpace, India’s largest investor, developer, and manager of Grade A industrial and logistics real estate, broadened 

the outreach under its corporate social responsibility program and donated fitness bands to the police force in Pimpri 

Chinchwad and the MIDC area of Chakan. The fitness bands are expected to benefit  our unsung heroes in the Police 

force by enabling them to keep a check on their vitals on a continuous basis while performing their duties. The fitness 

bands were handed over in the presence of Mr. Krishna Prakash, Commissioner and Mr. Ramanath Pokale, Additional 

Commissioner of Police, Pimpri Chinchwad region. 

 

This initiative is a part of the larger Covid-19 related support which Indospace is extending through its CSR program. 

IndoSpace has been actively supporting the community in the Chakan area during the pandemic. In addition to 

distribution of 1500 food kits during the lockdown, IndoSpace also recently donated masks, sanitizers and protective 

equipment to the Covid Care Centre in Chakan and ventilators to Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation (PCMC). 

 

Mr. Rajesh Jaggi, Vice Chairman, Real Estate, Everstone Group, said: " Since the start of the pandemic, the police 

personnel have been performing their duty selflessly and diligently. This contribution is our small effort for the ones 

who have been contributing immensely to the nation. We hope these bands will help our valiant police officers in taking 

care of their health.”  

 

Mr. Krishna Prakash, Commissioner of Police, Pimpri Chinchwad said “We thank IndoSpace for their contribution 

to safeguard the police force with the donation of fitness bands. Our officers have been working wholeheartedly 

throughout the pandemic and acknowledgment of their work in these tough times will surely motivate them to keep 

giving their best.” 

 

Currently, IndoSpace has 6 parks in Chakan area catering to global companies with large scale distribution and light 

manufacturing requirements including leading auto, retail, manufacturing and 3PL (third party logistics service 

providers) companies among others. Some of the companies partnering with IndoSpace in Chakan are IKEA, 

Ericsson, Amazon, Steelcase, Valeo among others. IndoSpace has a portfolio of over 37 million square feet across 36 

industrial and logistics parks under various stages of development in 9 cities.  

 

ABOUT INDOSPACE 

IndoSpace (www.indospace.in) is the pioneer and largest investor, developer and manager of Grade A industrial and 

logistics real estate in India and has taken total commitment to India to above US$ 3.2 billion. Promoted by Everstone 

Group (www.everstonecapital.com), GLP (www.glprop.com) and Realterm (www.Realterm.com), IndoSpace continues 

to develop new facilities to cater to the needs of its clients. Its customers include IKEA, Amazon, Nissan, DHL, DB 

Schenker, Delhivery, Steelcase, Ericsson, Bosch and Aptiv. The Everstone Group is a premier India and South East 

Asia focused private equity and real estate firm. GLP is the leading global provider of modern logistics facilities and 

technology-led solutions. Realterm is a multi-strategy private equity real estate operator in North America.  

For more information, visit www.indospace.in and follow us at   

http://www.indospace.in/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/indospace/

